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To build affordable cyber security

technology so we can protect all global

users to uphold an open and accessible

internet to improve the lives and

opportunities for all people.

 

The advantage of protecting the whole

Internet is gained by the vulnerable and

unsophisticated users. If we can protect

Highlanders in Papua New Guinea we can

solve the global cyber security problem.

 

 

Mission



Introduction 

Introduction. There are two primary categories to Cyber Security technologies, these

protect the 'Host' (Device) or the 'Network'. For example anti-virus, endpoint

protection, email filters all protect the host. These platforms screen the Host's online

activities and protect the device against known threats if detected. Anti-virus is the

first point of call for consumers in the affordable cyber security products market. 

 

The disadvantage is no 'Host' focused product protects the network. So, If there are

network vulnerabilities all other devices on the network are exposed as the attacker

still has access to the 'Network', the attacker has time to find vulnerabilities in the

Host's defense and the 'Network' can come under sustained exposure placing all

'Network' users at sustained risk.

 

Protecting the Network is a risk based activity. A 100% protected Network is isolated

and cannot communicate with the Internet. So, enterprises accept risk to maintain

the high degree of connectivity they need to operate as a business. The use of

defence-in-depth to protect key parts using firewalls and other complex log

management systems to segment, monitor and defend their network enable the

acceptance of risk. For an attacker this presents opportunities.

 

Internet 2.0's Secure Enterprise is aimed at protecting the Network. We do this

using our own technology to replicate an isolated Network thereby reducing the ICT

risks taken by the enterprise without compromising on the required business

connectivity.

 

Secure the Global Network
 
Trusted|Resilient|Secure
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PRODUCTS

Efficiently defending the global

network at an affordable price. 

Enterprise and Office solutions to

protect businesses.

Partnering with ISPs  to protect all

users.

 

 

2.0 GATEWAY SECURITY FOR ENTERPRSIES IS THE

CORE FOCUS FOR INTERNET 2.0 

By securing your gateway with 2.0 you can increase your security without

compromising on your connectivity. By blocking all attackers before they reach your

network we reduce your network exposure to attackers without forcing you to

accept network risk.

2.0 INTERNAL NETWORK SECURITY INCREASES THE

SECURITY FOR ALL ENTERPRISE USERS

We can protect your network from an attacker, but it is hard to stop the hacker

using sophisticated social engineering and phishing emails to trick a user to

authenticating an attacker through the Network Gateway or Firewall. By using 2.0

internal network security we can protect all other users from a lazy or fooled

individual.

2.0 OFFICE ROUTERS SECURE YOUR HOME OFFICE OR

SMALL TO MEDIUM BUSINESS

We combine the capabilities of the 2.0 Gateway security and the 2.0 internal

network security for your home office or a small to medium business.without the

burden of the high hardware costs.
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2.0 Gateway Security
for Enterprises

 

 

Application
The Internet 2.0 Secure Gateway 

provides very high network security

for the entire network. By placing

the Gateway on the network edge

outside of the modem we are able

to stop all possible threats before an

attacker interacts with any part of

your network. The Gateway is able to

create a screening affect for your

network which also stops all

possible scanning of your

infrastructure. 

 

By placing 2.0 Internal Network

Security at the lowest level of the

network, acting as the user's Wi-Fi or

router you isolate the user on the

network, protecting all other users

and protecting your network from

the lazy or fooled user that

authenticates an attacker through

the Gateway and Firewall. PAGE 5

WITH
2.0 INTERNAL NETWORK SECURITY
 
ROUTERS, WI-FI OR VPN



2.0 Security
for Home Office or 
Small Business

 

 

Application
The Internet 2.0 Office Router

combines the capability of the 2.0

Enterprise Gateway and the

protective properties of the 2.0

Internal Network Security. With

lower hardware specifications and

constant updates and monitoring

we are able to provide you

advanced protection similar to a

managed cyber security contract

without the burden of cost and

network complexity.

 

There are many configuration

options that can be applied, We

recommend for the highest degree

of security for all users to use the

Secure Office Router instead of a

your normal Wi-Fi appliance or

network router or modem.
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Combine the capabilities of both Gateway
and Internal Network Security 
 
Without the hardware cost! 



2.0 Gateway Security
for 
Satcom Enterprises

 

 

Practical Application
The Internet 2.0 Secure Gateway 

provides very high network security for

the entire satellite network. By placing

the 2.0 Gateway on the network edge

outside of the hub between the base

station and the layer 2 Fiber we are able

to stop all possible threats before an

attacker interacts with any part of your

network, including the hub and all ISPs.

The Gateway is able to create a

screening affect for the network which

also stops all possible scanning of your

infrastructure down stream ISPs. 

 

By also placing 2.0 Internal Network

Security at the lowest level of the

network between the device and the

satellite or ISP modem, acting as the

user's Wi-Fi or router, you isolate the user

on the network, protecting all other

users and protecting your network from

the lazy or fooled user that authenticates

an attacker through the Gateway.
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WITH
2.0 INTERNAL NETWORK SECURITY
 
ROUTERS, WI-FI OR VPN



Nmap is how hackers find, analyse and recon their targets, By defeating NMAP we defeat

their biggest tool. Even if their phishing attempt works they cannot move laterally with

Internal Network Security deployed. We call this feature Network FOG or our 2.0

Screening capability. It is UNIQUE to Internet 2.0!

 

 

Capab
-Scree

Capabilities
Screening = "FOG"
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We reduce Network exposure to the Internet by creating a technical 'Fog' for all

attackers scanning for vulnerabilities. This immediately reduces all users exposure to an

attacker who is scanning for your IP addresses, MAC addresses, and open ports.

 

We also can isolate users and protect devices by providing the screen internally to the

network through Internal Network Security. This is basically  defense-in-depth for you but

from the telecommunications company as well as your own architecture and use of

Internal Network Security. This means that during a breach if a device is compromised it

does not expose the rest of the network to the attacker as the attacker cannot scan for

internal vulnerabilities and move laterally. Our 2.0 Security is able to isolate every user

inside a network giving every user a high degree of protection.

 

We also encrypt metadata to enable this feature in transit as attackers use metadata to

direct attacks and scan targets for targets of opportunities. 

Capab
-Scree

Capabilities
Screening = "FOG"
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Screen Fog



We also intercept and stop malware, botnets and known attackers from getting any access

to your network firewall, modem or device through our integrated Intrusion Detection

Systems (IDS) and Intrusion Prevention Systems (IPS). Our Gateway can sit outside your

network but protect all network traffic by being in line with the flow of information.

inspecting packets for malicious code, or known ransomware or malware. 

 

It also acts like a firewall, analyzing traffic for known attackers but the added benefit of not

requiring detailed port management. It also has access to our 2.0 threat databases to

ensure it identifies and blocks malware, ransomware and other types of attacks we know

about. If you have a sophisticated threat database we can also integrate this into your

defense.

 

If you already have a Firewall we suggest you keep this to manage your protocols and ports

as we do not manage these and complex networks require certain ports to be opened. The

advantage in combining the 2.0 Gateway with a Firewall is the attacker is not able to see

your open ports which require to be open.

 

 

 

Capabilities
IDS/IPS
Traditional threat interception
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Our technology has the capability of linking physically separated networks. You can use the

GUI interface to establish a traditional VPN connection from 2.0 Router to 2.0 Router. This

is a standard feature.

 

The feature has the capability to secure a network across an internet or

telecommunications infrastructure that is not trusted. We have optimized this feature for

satellite networks due to the traditional problems facing VPN connections over satellite

networks.

 

Our Isolation network capability  enables you can establish a secure 2.0 connection

between multiple countries or ISPs with very limited opportunity for any hostile

interception of pertinent information.  

Capabilities
Linking 
Traditional VPN Application
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